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ePa DatabaSe ChangeS  
anD hoW they ImPaCt youSemS

Since the dawn of Superfund Act of 1980, the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compen-
sation, and Liability Information System (CERCLIS), has served as the application that stores infor-
mation about releases, clean-ups and enforcement activities. In the fall of 2014, EPA announced its 
plans to retire CERCLIS and replace it with the new, more modern, Superfund Enterprise Manage-
ment System (SEMS).  The switch to SEMS is largely driven by EPA’s need to bring its database system 
in line with current technology. Here’s what you need to know:

SEMS is a computer application that EPA has built over the past several years with the purpose of 
integrating, under one umbrella, the functions that formerly resided in the old CERCLIS application, 
the SDMS (Superfund Document Management System) and a few other internal-facing EPA applica-
tions.  Most importantly, SEMS will house the traditional CERCLIS data that environmental consul-
tants are accustomed to seeing in their EDR Reports.

In January 2016, EPA released data once stored in CERCLIS to SEMS. After performing quality control 
and assurance measures, EDR has made this data available to our reports as of March 20, 2016.  

With SEMS, EPA has provided several fields of 
data: site identification number, EPA identifica-
tion number, Federal Facility status, NPL Sta-
tus and non-NPL status. To supplement these 
fields, EDR includes the corresponding site data 
from CERCLIS, providing you with all current 
and retired data fields (see example on reverse 
page). EPA has also renamed their archive sys-
tem to SEMS-Archive. Your EDR reports will in-
clude both SEMS-Archive and NFRAP data. Over 
time, EPA may provide more data fields from 
SEMS as they continue the migration to the new 
computer system. These may include PDF doc-
uments, images, and GIS attributes. EDR will 
make appropriate updates if and when this data 
becomes available. 

eDrnet.Com/SemS
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One notable fact about this transition is that when EDR acquired SEMS data, we identified about a 
thousand additional records in SEMS that had not been included in the final update to CERCLIS.  These 
records were added to EPA’s systems during the interim between CERCLIS and SEMS availability. We 
now includes these records in our reports.

Environmental Professionals should also be aware that as of spring 2016, regulations and industry 
standards have not changed their language to account for the SEMS update. The term CERCLIS 
will remain within the CERCLA statute. The ASTM E1527-13 standard will also retain the legacy 
terminology. However, the database updating requirements in the industry standard suggest that it 
is appropriate to use the updated SEMS data to meet requirements to search CERCLIS. 

All EDR government record reports that included CERCLIS will now include SEMS and SEMS-ARCHIVE.  
You’ll find the SEMS acronym used in various sections of the report. Below are a few examples of 
how the update to SEMS impacts the EDR Radius Map Report. For more information, or to download 
a full sample with the SEMS update, visit edrnet.com/sems. 

eDrnet.Com/SemS

Sems replaces CerClIS, while SemS archive replaces nfraP in the 
highlighted listings in a mapped Sites Summary of a radius map report. 

Data fields from SEMS are listed at the top of a Map Findings reports 
(green). Below it you’ll find the legacy data from CERCLIS (blue). 


